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We present the mass excesses of 52−57Sc, obtained from recent time-of-flight nuclear mass mea-
surements at the National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory at Michigan State University.
The masses of 56Sc and 57Sc were determined for the first time with atomic mass excesses of
−24.85(59)(+0

−54) MeV and −21.0(1.3) MeV, respectively, where the asymmetric uncertainty for 56Sc

was included due to possible contamination from a long-lived isomer. The 56Sc mass indicates a
small odd-even mass staggering in the A = 56 mass-chain towards the neutron drip line, significantly
deviating from trends predicted by the global FRDM mass model and favoring trends predicted by
the UNEDF0 and UNEDF1 density functional calculations. Together with new shell-model calcu-
lations of the electron-capture strength function of 56Sc, our results strongly reduce uncertainties in
model calculations of the heating and cooling at the 56Ti electron-capture layer in the outer crust
of accreting neutron stars. We find that, in contrast to previous studies, neither strong neutrino
cooling nor strong heating occurs in this layer. We conclude that Urca cooling in the outer crusts
of accreting neutron stars that exhibit superbursts or high temperature steady-state burning, which
are predicted to be rich in A ≈ 56 nuclei, is considerably weaker than predicted. Urca cooling must
instead be dominated by electron capture on the small amounts of adjacent odd-A nuclei contained
in the superburst and high temperature steady-state burning ashes. This may explain the absence of
strong crust Urca cooling inferred from the observed cooling light curve of the transiently accreting
x-ray source MAXI J0556-332.

The thermal structure of the crust of neutron stars
that accreted matter from a nearby companion star di-
rectly relates to a number of astronomical observables,
including the ignition of frequently observed type-I x-ray
bursts [1–5], x-ray superbursts [6–11], the observed cool-
ing of transiently accreting neutron stars while accretion
is turned off [12–19], and, potentially, gravitational wave
emission [20, 21].

The crust of accreting neutron stars strongly differs in
composition and thermal structure from isolated neutron
stars. The composition is set by the ashes of hydrogen
and helium burning on the surface via the rapid proton
capture process (rp-process), the αp-process, and helium
fusion reactions [22, 23]. With increasing depth, the ris-
ing electron Fermi energy EFermi induces electron-capture
reactions at specific locations where EFermi matches the
energy thresholds for electron capture. The result is
a layered composition of more and more neutron rich

nuclei that preserves the mass numbers A of the ther-
monuclear ashes at the surface [24–28]. At still greater
depths, beyond neutron-drip density, release and cap-
ture of neutrons, as well as pycnonuclear fusion reac-
tions, lead to further changes in composition. While
matter is accreted, these reactions operate continuously
throughout the crust, maintaining its steady-state com-
position profile. The associated nuclear energy release
heats the crust to higher temperatures than the neutron-
star core. Alternatively, in some cases, depending on the
nuclear physics [29], an electron capture–β-decay Urca
cycle [30] can occur in the thin layer around a compo-
sitional boundary that leads to rapid neutrino cooling
instead of heating.

Of particular importance are the reaction sequences
along the A = 56 mass number chain in the outer crust.
A = 56 nuclei are predicted to make up a significant por-
tion of the outer crust in many neutron stars because
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they are copiously produced for a range of hydrogen and
helium burning conditions at the neutron star surface,
including steady-state burning at high accretion rates
or high temperatures [22] as is the case for the quasi-
persistent transient MAXI J0556-332 [31, 32], type-I x-
ray bursts, and superbursts [22, 33–36].

As in all even-A mass-chains, the odd-even stagger-
ing of electron-capture energy thresholds, a consequence
of the nuclear pairing energy, leads to significant crust
heating in the A = 56 reaction chain. At a depth where
EFermi just exceeds the threshold for electron capture
QEC(Z,A) = ME(Z,A)−ME(Z− 1,A) on an even-even
nucleus, the odd-odd nucleus formed by electron capture
is immediately destroyed by a second electron-capture
reaction with a lower threshold (see Fig. 1). For this sec-
ond step, EFermi exceeds the threshold, and the energy
difference is split between the escaping neutrino and heat
deposition into the crust. The energy release therefore
corresponds directly to the magnitude of the odd-even
staggering of the electron-capture thresholds. For the
A = 56 chain of electron captures, thresholds are only
known experimentally to 56Ti. Predictions for the odd-
even staggering ∆QEC = QEC(Z−1, A)−QEC(Z,A) be-
yond 56Ti vary dramatically (see Fig. 4). While density-
functional calculations predict a rather constant evolu-
tion of ∆QEC, the FRDM [37] mass model predicts a
significant increase, and the HFB-21 [38] mass model
predicts a dramatic drop. It is worth noting that even
though ∆QEC is a double difference of masses, predic-
tions vary by almost 6 MeV, an order of magnitude larger
than the sometimes quoted global mass-model error [37]
and the related RMS deviations of global mass model
predictions from known masses.

Electron-capture thresholds are modified when the first
available transition proceeds through an excited state
of the daughter nucleus, typically the lowest lying state
with non-negligible transition strength [27], rather than
through the ground state. In most cases, this does not
change the general picture of a two-step electron cap-
ture sequence in even mass chains. However, with the
relatively small ∆QEC between 56Ti and 56Sc predicted
by the HFB-21 mass model (2.65 MeV), and the rela-
tively high excitation energy of the lowest-lying strength
of the 56Sc→56Ca transition (3.4 MeV) predicted by their
global QRPA model, Schatz et al. [29] point out an un-
usual situation where the electron capture on odd-odd
56Sc is blocked at the depth where 56Sc is produced by
electron capture on 56Ti, preventing a two-step electron
capture sequence (see Fig. 1). As a consequence, they [29]
find that 56Sc β-decay leads to a strong Urca cycle be-
tween 56Ti+e− →56Sc+νe and 56Sc→56Ti+e− + ν̄e, re-
sulting in rapid neutrino cooling in neutron star crusts
with A = 56 material. This effect disappears when em-
ploying the large ∆QEC predicted by the FRDM mass
model [29].

To address the large uncertainties in the predicted

∆QEC for A = 56, we performed a measurement of the
56Sc mass. In addition, we carried out new shell-model
calculations of the 56Sc electron-capture strength func-
tion which, in connection with the new mass results, lead
to much improved predictions of heating and cooling of
A = 56 nuclei in neutron star crusts.
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FIG. 1. (color online). Energy levels for the A = 56 mass-
chain at a depth where EFermi ≈ |QEC(56Ti)|, where atomic
mass excesses ME are shown for the 2012 Atomic Mass Eval-
uation (AME) [39] (solid black) if known experimentally and
for theoretical mass models otherwise. The larger odd-even
mass staggering for the FRDM mass model [37] (long-dashed
blue) allows the second of the sequential electron captures
(EC) to proceed through Gamow-Teller (GT) transitions,
shown here for shell-model calculations using the GXPF1A
Hamiltonian [40] (dot-dashed green) and for the QRPA calcu-
lations used in [29] (dot-dash brown), to higher-lying excited
states EGT

xs in 56Ca than for the HFB-21 mass model [38]
(short-dashed red).
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FIG. 2. (color online). Rigidity-corrected time-of-flight dis-
tributions for reference nuclei (unfilled histograms) used to
calibrate the mrest

q
(TOF) relationship to obtain masses from

the TOFs of the A = 52− 57 isotopes of scandium (red-filled
histograms).
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TABLE I. Atomic mass excesses (in keV) of scandium isotopes measured in this experiment compared to results from previous
direct mass measurements (TOFI [42], ESR [43], and NSCL [44]), the adopted value in the 2012 Atomic Mass Evaluation
(AME) [39] (‘#’ are extrapolations), and predictions from global mass models (FRDM [37] and HFB-21 [38]). The asymmetric
uncertainty included for the 56Sc mass excess is an additional systematic uncertainty from potential isomeric contamination.

Isotope This expt. TOFI ESR NSCL AME 2012 FRDM HFB-21
52Sc −40 300 (520) −40 520 (220) - - −40 170 (140) −39 360 −40 110
53Sc −38 170 (570) −38 600 (250) −38 840 (110) −38 110 (270) −38 110 (270) −36 840 −38 480
54Sc −33 750 (630) −33 500 (500) −34 520 (210) −33 540 (360) −33 600 (360) −32 030 −33 980
55Sc −30 520 (580) −28 500 (1000) - −30 240 (600) −29 980 (460) −29 170 −31 320
56Sc −24 850 (590)(+0

−540) - - - −24 731# (401#) −23 840 −25 230
57Sc −21 000 (1300) - - - −20 707# (503#) −20 440 −22 550

A/Z2.45 2.5 2.55 2.6 2.65 2.7
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FIG. 3. (color online). Residuals of the fit to the time-of-flight
of calibration nuclei (44−47Ar, 47−51K, 49−54Ca, 63,65,66Mn,
and 64,66Fe) as a function of the mass number to nuclear
charge ratio A/Z. Thick colored error bars show statistical
uncertainties. Thin black error bars show the sum in quadra-
ture of the statistical uncertainty and the systematic uncer-
tainty, 9 keV/q (here q ≡ Z), included for reference nuclei as
described in [41].

The masses of 52−57Sc were obtained with the time-
of-flight (TOF) method at the National Superconduct-
ing Cyclotron Laboratory [41, 44, 45]. The experi-
mental setup and analysis are described in more detail
in [41, 45, 46] and are only summarized briefly here. A
broad range of ∼150 neutron-rich isotopes from silicon
to zinc were produced by fragmentation of a 140 MeV/u
82Se beam on a beryllium target, transmitted through
the A1900 fragment separator [47], and then sent to the
focal plane of the S800 spectrograph [48]. The fully-
stripped ions were identified event-by-event using their
time-of-flight (TOF) measured with fast-timing scintilla-
tors along a 60.6 m flight path Lpath and their energy
loss in an ionization chamber. The magnetic rigidity Bρ,
being the ratio of momentum p over charge q, of each
ion was determined relative to the tune of the beam line
through a position measurement using a microchannel
plate detector [49] at the dispersive focus at the S800
target position [46].

The ion rest mass is related to TOF and Bρ through

mrest = TOF
Lpath

q(Bρ)
γ , where γ is the Lorentz factor. Be-

cause neither Lpath nor Bρ are absolutely known with
sufficient accuracy, the mrest

q (TOF) relationship is deter-
mined empirically using reference nuclei with well-known
masses [45].

The TOF distributions for reference nuclei and 52−57Sc
are shown in Fig. 2. Twenty reference nuclei with masses
known to better than 100 keV and no known isomeric
states longer lived than 100 ns [39, 50, 51] were fitted
with a 7-parameter calibration function of first and sec-
ond order in TOF, first order in TOF*Z, and containing
first, second, and fourth order Z terms. The calibration
function represents a minimal set of terms that mini-
mized the overall fit residual to literature masses and
resulted in no detectable systematic biases [41], as seen
in Fig. 3. Additional energy loss in the A1900 wedge de-
grader, which was not present in [41, 44], required the
addition of the TOF*Z fit term. A systematic uncer-
tainty of 9.0 keV/q was included as described in [41] to
normalize the χ2 per degree of freedom of the mass fit to
one. Two additional uncertainties related to the extrap-
olation were added to the final mass uncertainties, one to
reflect the uncertainties in the TOFs of reference nuclei,
which leads to an uncertainty in the fit coefficients of the
m
q (TOF) relation, and one to reflect the uncertainty in-

herent in choosing a particular calibration function over
another which has a comparable goodness of fit. The lat-
ter was determined by investigating the robustness of the
results to adding additional terms to the calibration func-
tion. The total mass uncertainty is a sum in quadrature
of statistical, systematic, and two extrapolation uncer-
tainties. The relative contribution of the extrapolation
uncertainties becomes larger as the distance in m/q and
Z from reference nuclei increases.

The atomic mass excesses for scandium isotopes de-
termined in this experiment are compared to experimen-
tal and theoretical literature values in Tab. I. We note
that the measured values reported for 56Sc and 57Sc are
a significant advancement over the extrapolated values
reported in the 2012 AME [39], as the AME extrapo-
lation assumes a locally smooth mass surface [39] and
frequently fails in regions demonstrating changes in nu-
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FIG. 4. (color online). ∆QEC(Z,A) for odd-odd A = 56 nu-
clei using ME(56Sc) from this experiment and ME(56Ca) from
FRDM’95 or HFB-21 (black stars), compared to global mass
models [37, 38] and mass-differences predicted from recent
energy density functional calculations [55, 56] (open shapes).

clear structure (e.g. 53Ca and 54Ca [50] as compared to
the 2003 AME [52]), such as the region covered by this
work in which the N = 32 and N = 34 neutron sub-
shell closures are weakly constrained [53]. The mass un-
certainties presented here correspond to a measurement
precision of δm/m ≈ 1×10−5. The primary contribution
to the overall measurement uncertainty comes from the
uncertainty inherent to the mass-fit extrapolation owing
to the limited number of reference nuclei with similar
Z and A/Z. An additional uncertainty for ME(56Sc)
originates from the presence of a β-decaying isomer of
unknown excitation energy [53, 54] that may be popu-
lated in the fragmentation reaction producing 56Sc. 56Sc
has a β-decaying low-spin (1+) state and a β-decaying
high-spin (5+ or 6+) state, but it is not known which is
the ground state and which is the isomeric state. Shell-
model calculations with the GXPF1A Hamiltonian [40]
predict an excitation energy of the isomer of 540 keV. The
resolution of the 56Sc TOF peak is 100 ps, correspond-
ing to a mass resolution of 10 MeV, and can therefore
not be used to constrain the relative population of the
ground and isomeric states. Thus, the atomic mass ex-
cess obtained in this work represents a least-bound limit
for the 56Sc ground state and, guided by theory, we add
an asymmetric uncertainty of +0

−540 keV to our result to
account for the unknown population ratio. The result-
ing atomic mass excess of 56Sc determined in this work
is −24.85(59)(+0

−54) MeV. As seen in Tab. I, the atomic
mass excess of 56Sc presented here is consistent with the
prediction from the HFB-21 [38] global mass model, but
is more bound than the prediction from the FRDM [37]
global mass model.

Our result for ME(56Sc) can be used to calculate the
odd-even staggering of QEC in the A = 56 mass chain.

QEC(56Ti) = −14.4(+1.3
−0.7) MeV is now determined ex-

clusively from experimental data. For QEC(56Sc), we
still need the theoretical mass prediction for 56Ca. How-
ever, the large discrepancy for QEC(56Sc) between vari-
ous mass models is exclusively due to the large discrep-
ancies in the predictions for the 56Sc mass, since predic-
tions for the atomic mass excess of 56Ca ME(56Ca) agree
within ≈300 keV [37, 38]. We therefore can combine our
new 56Sc mass with the 56Ca mass predicted by either the
FRDM or HFB-21 mass models and find similar values
of −12.0(+0.6

−1.1) MeV and −12.3(+0.6
−1.1) MeV, respectively.

For the two choices of 56Ca mass, this results in a QEC

staggering of ∆QEC(56Sc) = QEC(56Sc) − QEC(56Ti) =
2.3(+1.3

−2.4) MeV and 2.1(+1.3
−2.4) MeV, respectively. Fig. 4

shows the evolution of ∆QEC in the A = 56 mass chain
for odd-Z nuclei as a function of Z, where we have in-
cluded both of the aforementioned ∆QEC(56Sc) in an at-
tempt to capture the contribution of the theoretical mass
uncertainty of 56Ca. The new data rule out the rapid
increase in ∆QEC approaching the neutron drip line pre-
dicted by FRDM, and rather favor the predictions of re-
cent energy density-functional-based binding-energy cal-
culations [55, 56] of a fairly constant ∆QEC along A = 56.

The implications of ∆QEC(56Sc) obtained here for the
accreted neutron star crust were explored by inclusion of
our result for ME(56Sc) in calculations performed with
the state-of-the-art crust composition evolution model
presented in [27, 29, 44]. The model follows the composi-
tional evolution of an accreted fluid element with increas-
ing pressure p = Ṁ · g · t, where the accretion rate Ṁ =
2.64×104g/cm2/s, surface gravity g = 1.85×1014cm/s2,
and time t, at a constant temperature of T = 0.5 GK
(from [27]) using a full reaction network that includes
electron-capture, β-decay, neutron-capture and their in-
verse, and fusion reactions. These conditions are in the
range inferred for the present population of observed
quasi-persistent transient sources [19]. The 56Ti electron-
capture layer was found to be either Urca cooling with
more than 7 MeV per accreted nucleon (HFB-21 mass
model), or heating with 0.05 MeV per accreted nucleon
(FRDM mass model) [29] (see Fig. 5, ‘FRDM,HFB-21’
column). The reason for this very large discrepancy is
that in the FRDM mass model ∆QEC(56Sc) = 4.3 MeV
is larger than the excitation energy of the lowest ly-
ing electron-capture transition in 56Ca predicted by the
QRPA model used in previous studies (3.4 MeV), while
in the HFB-21 mass model it is lower (2.6 MeV), as was
demonstrated in Fig. 1. With the HFB-21 masses elec-
tron capture on 56Sc is therefore blocked initially and an
effective Urca cycle involving 56Ti and 56Sc ensues. Our
results for ∆QEC(56Sc), when combined with the QRPA
model, in principle are closer to the HFB-21 case (see
Fig. 5, ‘Expt.+QRPA’ column).

However, heating and cooling at electron-capture tran-
sitions in neutron star crusts also depend sensitively on
the electron capture and β-decay strength functions. In
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FIG. 5. (color online). Integrated energy per accreted nu-
cleon released from (negative values) or deposited into (posi-
tive values) the neutron star crust at the 56Ti→56 Sc→56 Ca
compositional transition at a fiducial temperature of 0.5 GK
and an accretion rate of 0.3 ṀEddington. The left column
indicates the large uncertainty prior to our work, where ei-
ther heating or strong cooling were possible depending on
the choice of global mass model for predicting ME(56Sc)
(FRDM [37] or HFB-21 [38]) or on the choice of GT-transition
strengths (shell-model using the GXPF1A Hamiltonian [40]
or the QRPA [29]). The right and central columns show
the narrow range of integrated heating/cooling possible when
employing ME(56Sc) reported here (within ±1σ uncertainty)
and GT-transitions from QRPA or the more reliable shell-
model calculations performed for this study that employ the
GXPF1A Hamiltonian.

particular, the small odd-even mass stagger for A = 56
nuclei found in this work can lead to strong Urca cooling
depending on the location and strength of electron cap-
ture and β-decay transitions. Previous studies employed
predictions of a global QRPA model because of its avail-
ability for the entire range of nuclei of relevance for neu-
tron star crusts. However, for the particular case of the
electron capture on 56Sc of interest here, more reliable
shell-model calculations are possible [57]. We performed
such calculations using the GXPF1A effective interac-
tion [40] and, using our new masses, find no Urca cooling
(see Fig. 5, ‘Expt+GXPF1A’ column). This is because
the shell-model predicts a 1+ ground state for 56Sc and
therefore a strong allowed electron-capture transition to
the ground state of 56Ca that removes nuclei quickly from
the 56Ti–56Sc Urca cycle. Indeed, a 1+ ground state
for 56Sc is consistent with experimental data, while the
spin 3 prediction from the QRPA model is not.

When using the shell-model strength function, our new
56Sc mass significantly reduces uncertainties in predic-
tions of nuclear heating. In particular, it excludes the
relatively strong heating predicted by the FRDM mass
model, and limits heating to less than 0.02 MeV per ac-

creted nucleon. Within mass uncertainties, no heating
or even weak cooling (0.002 MeV/u) from pre-threshold
electron capture are possible. These results do not de-
pend significantly on our crust model assumptions, as
heating is given per accreted nucleon and is therefore
independent of accretion rate, and heating is relatively
insensitive to the crust temperature.

In principle, experimental data do not exclude the pos-
sibility that the 1+ state in 56Sc is the long lived isomer
and a 5+ or 6+ high spin state is the ground state [53, 54].
In this case, selection rules would prevent a ground-state
to ground-state electron-capture transition from 56Sc to
56Ca. However, even if the 1+ state in 56Sc is a low-lying,
long-lived excited state instead of the ground state, it
will likely be thermally excited at temperatures in excess
of 0.3 GK where Urca cooling is relevant, again lead-
ing to rapid depletion of the 56Ti–56Sc Urca cycle via
an electron-capture transition to the 56Ca ground state.
Additionally, for the case of a 5+ ground-state, the shell-
model predicts a strong electron-capture transition into a
1.25 MeV excited state in 56Ca which could also be pop-
ulated by electron capture given our reported odd-even
mass stagger, thereby precluding Urca cooling as well.
Our shell-model based results are therefore robust.

In summary, we have addressed the very large uncer-
tainties in the impact of the 56Ti electron-capture layer
on the thermal structure of accreting neutron star crusts
reported in [29] through a measurement of the 56Sc mass
and shell-model calculations of the 56Sc electron-capture
strength. In contrast to previous studies, we find that
neither strong cooling nor strong heating occurs in this
layer. The thermal structure of accreting neutron stars
with superbursts or high temperature steady-state burn-
ing, which produce large amounts of A = 56 material,
therefore depends sensitively on the co-production of
smaller amounts of odd-A nuclei around A = 56 that
will dominate Urca cooling in the outer crust. To quan-
tify this effect it is now crucial to reliably predict the
abundance of odd-A nuclei produced in the thermonu-
clear processes on the surface of accreting neutron stars.

Overall, we find that Urca cooling in A = 56-
dominated accreted neutron star crusts is much weaker
than previously predicted. This may explain the absence
of strong Urca cooling recently inferred from the x-ray
cooling light curve of the transiently accreting system
MAXI J0556-332 [31, 32], which is thought to host high
temperature steady-state burning.
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